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Abstract—Stream computing, also known as data stream processing, has emerged as a new processing paradigm that processes incoming data streams from tremendous numbers of sensors in a real-time fashion. Data stream applications must have low latency even when the incoming data rate fluctuates wildly. This is almost impossible with a local stream computing environment because its computational resources are finite. To address this kind of problem, we have devised a method and an architecture that transfers data stream processing to a Cloud environment as required in response to the changes of the data rate in the input data stream. Since a trade-off exists between application’s latency and the economic costs when using the Cloud environment, we treat it as an optimization problem that minimizes the economic cost of using the Cloud. We implemented a prototype system using Amazon EC2 and an IBM System S stream computing system to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach. Our experimental results show that our approach reduces the costs by 80% while keeping the application’s response latency low. Keywords: Data Stream Processing; Dynamic Load Balancing; DSMS; DSPS; System S; SPADE; Cloud; Amazon EC2



I.



INTRODUCTION



We are in an era where the number of available sensors and the resulting amounts of data coming from them are becoming huge. There are many varieties of sensors ranging from physical sensors such as medical devices, image or video cameras, and RFID sensors extending up to entire computer systems such as stock exchanges or social media websites (such as Twitter and SNS hosts). Stream computing (AKA data stream processing) has recently emerged as a computing paradigm for processing streaming data in a real-time fashion. Stream Processing Systems process a number of data streams generated from the sensors and transferred to the main memory. By processing data in this way, real-time response can be achieved while traditional batch processing would require several steps. (A typical traditional system must receive and store the incoming data, and later retrieve and process that data.) Different applications have different performance requirements for latency and throughput. However recent applications such as latency-critical anomaly detection and algorithmic trading need very low latency in the responses to the monitored stream data. The performance requirements



of these applications cannot be satisfied without using a computing paradigm such as stream processing. Several kinds of stream processing middleware such as IBM System S [3][9][11][19] and Yahoo S4 [16] have been developed. Data stream processing is a way to support real-time processing of continuous data streams. Typical scenarios include financial data analysis, anomaly detection in factories, or analyzing data from large sensor networks. These applications need low latencies for real-time responses. Since the data rates vary, bursts of data rate can change the latency. How to insure real-time processing is one of the key technical challenges in this area. One of the simple solutions is to add new physical nodes to guarantee that the overall system performance is adequate to handle the largest possible burst of data. However, various problems often prevent the use of this solution, such as budget limitations, inadequate electrical supply, or even space for the new hardware. Even if we can solve the problems and provide sufficient computational resources to handle the highest possible data rate, most of those resources may be wasted if the normal data rate is low. In this paper, we present a method and an architecture to use virtual machines (VMs) in a cloud environment in an elastic fashion to stay ahead of the real-time processing requirements. By using the cloud environment, we can add additional computational resources within a few minutes, and we need not to consider where the new resources are located or any other concerns. In addition, since we can change the number of VMs dynamically, we can even deal with situations where the data rate suddenly becomes high, by temporarily adding cloud VMs. Commercial cloud environments do incur charges. For example, Amazon EC2 [2], one of the public cloud providers uses a “pay-as-you-go” basic charge. Real-time processing can be done by spawning off many VMs and routing the data appropriately, but this will increase the charges. Therefore we devised a method of minimizing the latency in accord with an SLA (Service Level Agreement) for by each application while also minimizing the economic costs by formulating a trade-off between the latency and economic costs as an optimization problem. Here are the main questions answerd by this paper: 1) How do we transfer the processing of an application to the cloud environment?



2)



How do we formulate the trade-off between the application’s latency and its economic costs? 3) When should we start or stop VMs in the cloud? 4) Since current data stream management systems cannot dynamically assign or remove computational nodes, how do we implement these features? The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce data stream processing and the cloud environment. Section III gives an overview of our ElasticStream system. In Section IV, we formulate the optimization problem to calculate the cost-optimal number of VMs for low latency. In Section V, we cover the overall architecture of the implemented ElasticStream system. Section VI describes the performance of ElasticStream. In Section VII we survey some related work, and we summarize our work in Section VIII. II.



DATA STREAM PROCESSING AND THE CLOUD



A. Data Stream Processing Data Stream Processing is a new computational paradigm that processes continuously generated data without storing it. Traditionally, we store all of the data before doing computations, which is often called batch processing. This paradigm cannot handle overly large amounts of data that local storage cannot hold. When an application strongly requires real-time response or the amount of data is too large, data stream processing can be used. Though this approach has been adopted for such multimedia uses as sound or movie streaming, data stream processing is for more general purpose processing. Now it is being abstracted and generalized as middleware. B. System S and SPADE System S [3][9][11][19] is large-scale, distributed data stream processing middleware under development at IBM Research. It processes structured or unstructured data streams and can scale to large numbers of compute nodes. The System S runtime can execute a large number of longrunning jobs (queries) in the form of data-flow graphs described in its special stream-application language called SPADE (Stream Processing Application Declarative Engine) [9]. SPADE is a stream-centric and operator-based language for stream processing applications for System S, and also supports all of the basic stream-relational operators with rich windowing semantics. Here are the main built-in operators mentioned in this paper:  Functor: adds or removes attributes, filters tuples, or maps output attributes to a function of input attributes  Aggregate: window-based aggregates, with groupings  Join: window-based binary stream join  Sort: window-based approximate sorting  Barrier: synchronizes multiple streams  Split: splits the incoming tuples for different operators



 Source: ingests data from outside sources such as network sockets  Sink: publishes data to outside destinations such as network sockets, databases, or file systems SPADE also allows users to create customized operations with analytic code or legacy code written in C/C++ or Java. Such an operator is a UDOP (User- Defined Operator), and it has a critical role in providing flexibility for System S. Developers can use built-in operators and UDOPs to build data-flow graphs. After a developer writes a SPADE program, the SPADE compiler creates executables, shell scripts, and configuration, information and then assembles the executable files. The compiler optimizes the code with statically available information such as the current status of the CPU utilization or other profiled information. System S also has a runtime optimization system, SODA [19]. For additional details on these techniques, please refer to [3][9][11][19]. SPADE uses code generation to fuse operators with PEs. The PE code generator produces code that (1) fetches tuples from the PE input buffers and relays them to the operators within, (2) receives tuples from operators within and inserts them into the PE output buffers, and (3) for all of the intraPE connections between the operators, it fuses the outputs of the operators with the downstream inputs using function calls. In other words, when going from a SPADE program to the actual deployable distributed program, the logical streams may be implemented as simple function calls (for fused operators) for pointer exchanges (across PEs in the same computational node) to network communications (for PEs sitting on different computational nodes). This code generation approach is extremely powerful because simple recompilation can go from a fully fused application to a fully distributed version, adapting to different ratios of processing to I/O provided by different computational architectures (such as blade centers versus Blue Gene). C. Cloud Environment Cloud computing is a way to use computational resources through a network on demand. A service that delivers VMs over the network is called a cloud environment. There are two types of cloud environments. One is an environment that charges for VMs in a “Public Cloud” (such as Amazon EC2 [2]). The other is an environment used in a private network such as an intranet, called a “Private Cloud”. In this paper, we use Amazon EC2 as a representative cloud provider to show that our system is effective in a real cloud environment. In the remainder of this section, we give an overview of Amazon EC2. Amazon EC2 is an Amazon Web Service that provides a public cloud environment. The data centers, where servers run virtual machine instances, are located around the world (such as Iceland, the U.S., and Singapore). We can use VMs with low latency if we use a data center that is located near our actual location. Alternatively, it is convenient to use



VMs located at several data centers if we operate a Web service that is accessed from around the globe. There are many virtual machine images that we can use on Amazon EC2. Some of them are officially supported by Amazon Web Service and others are from third parties. We can also upload and share our own VM images. We can reduce the time needed to set up servers if we prepare in advance a VM image that contains the software we use. We communicate with VMs by using X.509 Public Key Infrastructure Certification. We can use “Security Groups” to customize the port settings. The pricing system of Amazon EC2 is hourly based on resource use. Billed resources include compute resources, networks for data transfer, and storage services such as Amazon S3 (Amazon Simple Storage Service) or Amazon EBS (Amazon Elastic Block Store). There are supporting services such as Elastic Load Balancing or Elastic IP Addresses, which are also priced to “pay-as-you-go”. The pricing rules for running time are important for our study, such as the last partial hour is treated as a full hour. Amazon Web Services provides an API that controls the VMs. We can control a set of virtual machines as needed in a dynamic and automatic manner without human intervention. III.



SYSTEM OVERVIEW



The ElasticStream system is an elastic data stream processing system that uses a cloud environment as needed by changing the number of computational nodes in the cloud. In this section, we clarify our assumptions for the system implementation and then give an overview of the system architecture. A. System Design In this work, we treat the application’s latency as the SLA (Service Level Agreement) and the definition of the Cloud is only an IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) such as Amazon EC2 or Eucalyptus. We assume that the available computational resources in the local environment are fixed and limited, and there are times when they are insufficient to handle the input data stream. At such times the clouds environment will be used to keep the application’s latency at an acceptable level. The input data stream changes drastically and the future data rates cannot be predicted in some applications. Figure 1 is an overview of the ElasticStream system. The application flow in the system can be broken down into three parts, first receiving the incoming data stream, then splitting the data up for multiple computational nodes, and finally processing it in parallel. The system also adds computational nodes in the cloud environment by spawning an appropriate number of virtual machines if the local environment is overloaded. In order to calculate the number of VMs to run in the cloud environment, we solve the optimization problem from the next section while considering the trade-off between



Figure 1. Overview of the ElasticStream system application’s latency and economic cost. After optimal parameters are provided by solving this optimization problem, we control the VMs on the Cloud using the Amazon EC2 API. We also tried to change the parameters of the optimization problem to handle the network delay based on the feedback from the computation nodes. B. Implementation We used IBM’s System S data stream processing middleware as the basis of the ElasticStream system. We used Amazon EC2 for the cloud environment. We used a set of Ruby scripts to implement the required features that System S does not provide at the middleware level. Although applications running on cloud VMs could be implemented by using System S, we implemented them with Ruby scripts because of licensing issues in System S. To manipulate the cloud VMs, we used the command-line tools provided by Amazon EC2. IV.



FORMULATION OF OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM



As mentioned in Section III, the ElasticStream system requires a component to calculate the minimum number of cloud VMs for low application latency. This section describes the modeling and formulation of the trade-off between an application’s latency and the economic cost for using the cloud in this section. A. Application Types We ran two types of applications on the ElasticStream system. One is a “Data-Parallel Application” that distributes a data stream to multiple nodes and computes in parallel, and the other is a “Task-Parallel Application” that distributes a computation process to multiple nodes. Figure
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Figure 3. Formulated Optimization Problems



Figure 2. Application Types 2 is an abstract overview of these two types of applications. Here are the characteristics of these applications. A Data Parallel Application processes each piece of data in the input stream. For data stream processing, most of the data stream applications are of this type. This type of application distributes an input data stream to computation nodes with an arbitrary ratio, seeking to maximize the performance of each computation node and thus reducing the application’s latency. Various applications such as the real-time pattern matching for Twitter Streams and the VWAP (Volume Weighted Average Price) computation in a stock market are categorized into this type. A Task Parallel Application has independent processes (called Tasks), each of which requires a long time to complete its computations. This type of application transfers each process to a computation node, and sends a duplicated input stream to all of the nodes. The amount of data in the entire duplicated stream must not exceed the network bandwidth. Each compute node only processes its assigned task and the final result is obtained by aggregating the results from all of them. The computation-intensive SST (Singular Spectrum Transformation) algorithm [14] is an example of this type, since the computations strongly dominate the data distribution.



B. Scheduling Policy As mentioned in Section II, the pricing system of Amazon EC2 is pay-as-you-go. In this paper, we focus on the prices for computation time and data transfers, and seek to minimize these costs. However, cloud providers also use special pricing rules, such as the Amazon EC2 rule that treats the running time of less than an hour as an hour. We ignore such special rules for now and just minimize the running times and data transfers in this work. With respect to pricing for data transfers, when running many VMs and transferring little data, the ratio of data transfer in the total cost may be very small. For example, we used the “US-West” (Northern California) region and ran a “Quadruple Extra Large” VM instance for an hour, and the amount of data we transferred was 1 GB. In this case, the charges were $2.68 for running time and only $0.15 for data transfer. The ratio for data transfer was only about 5%. In such cases, whether or not we run the VM is a more important factor than the amount of data in the stream sent to the VM. Therefore we concluded we could ignore this factor since the data transfers have little effect on the results of our optimization problem. In this work, we use the term TimeSlot for an interval of solving the optimization problem and manipulating the cloud VMs. The TimeSlot value is n times (n is a real number) as large as the unit time of pricing for running time. Therefore sometimes the system cannot handle the burst data rate within a TimeSlot. We assume the TimeSlot value is from a few minutes to few hours. In that range, the burst is too small relative to the running time of the longexecuting application. Since it was not practical to handle these local bursts, we are not yet addressing them. To calculate the required number of VMs, we predict the future average data rate for the next TimeSlot, and solve the optimization problem based on this prediction. We use the algorithm called SDAR (Sequentially Discounting AutoRegression) [13] to predict future data rates. This future prediction process is designed as an independent component of the system, so we can change the algorithm to maximize system performance.



< From Optimizer To VM Manager > [ C1,C2,N1,N2,DL,D1,D2 ]



C: VM Changes. N: Current number of each VM D: Ratio of distributed data stream. “L” means for local nodes.  [ADD | ::: … | DL:D1:D2 ] [REM | , … | DL:D1:D2 ]



D: Ratio of distributed data stream. “L” means for local nodes. “1”, “2” are the Instance Type IDs. Figure 4



Implementation of ElasticStream System



C. Formulation Here is our algorithm for solving the optimization problem. In this work, we use a linear programming problem to model the optimization problem. Figure 3 shows our formulated optimization problem. The steps are (1) predict the future data rate, (2) calculate the number of processes that can be handled by the local environment, and (3) assign the remaining processes to the cloud environment. If the application is a Data Parallel Application, then we need to know the size of the data stream that each local node can handle. If the application is a Task Parallel Application, we need to know the number of tasks each local node can execute. In order to determine those values, a simple benchmark can be used to measure system performance. It is also useful to get feedback from the running nodes, so as to adjust the values dynamically to optimize the system’s performance. Function 1 shows the formulated objective function and Equation 2 has the constraints. The objective function minimizes the charges for running time and data transfers. The price Ptype is for running a VM for one hour for each instance type, and PNin is the price for a 1-GB data transfer. The size in Dtype is for the data stream that assigns a VM for each instance type, and xtype is the number of VMs for each instance type running in the next TimeSlot. In Equation 2, Dnext is the future data rate, and Dlocal is the size of the data stream sent to the local nodes. When the future data rate is larger than the amount of data that then local nodes can handle, then the system assigns the rest of the data stream to the cloud VMs, whose number is minimized to minimize the costs. We ignored the downstream data transfers in our objective function because they depend on the application.



Figure 5. Message formats for VM management Operators The optimization problem uses the parameters when the TimeSlot is an hour, so the result of the objective function may be different from the actual price. However this is only used as a score for the evaluation, and therefore the parameters are independent of the TimeSlot. V.



IMPLEMENTATION



In this Section, we describe the implementation of the ElasticStream system of Section III and Section IV. Figure 4 is an overview of the ElasticStream architecture. We used System S as the basis of the system, and Ruby scripts for the components whose functions are not included in System S. As mentioned in Section VI, we implemented ElasticStream for data parallel applications. We used lp_solve [12], an open-source linear programming problem solver implemented in C++, to solve the optimization problem described in Section IV. Here is the basic processing flow: First, the StreamManager in Figure 4 splits and distributes the input data stream to the local nodes and cloud VMs. The local environment aggregates the computational results from the distributed nodes and outputs the result. At the same time, the system predicts the future data rate value from the current data rate and sends that estimate to the Optimizer, as shown in Figure 4. The Optimizer solves the optimization problem from Section IV. After calculating the number of VMs that the system needs to handle the data rate during the next TimeSlot and the distribution ratio that StreamManager needs to distribute the input stream to the local nodes and the cloud VMs, the Optimizer sends these values to the VM Manager. The VM Manager sends start and stop messages to the Amazon EC2 using the Amazon EC2 API, and sends messages about adding and removing connections and the



Figure 7



Latency and Input Data Rate Changings.



Table 6. Performance of Each Instance Type Type Small Medium



CPU 1 ECU 5 ECU



Cores 1 Core 2 Core



Mem (GB) 1.7 1.7



Price ($ / h) 0.095 0.19



distribution ratio for the data stream to StreamManager. After StreamManager receives these messages, it opens or closes the TCP connections with the distributed nodes, and updates the distribution ratio of the data stream. This sequence of process is repeated in each time period as specified by the TimeSlots value. Figure 5 shows the message formats used by Optimizer, VM Manager, and StreamManager. For VM Manager, the Optimizer sends the number of VMs to assign or remove and the current number of VMs running on the cloud, and the ratios for the distributed data stream, including for the local environment. For StreamManager, VM Manager sends ADD or REM messages that add or remove TCP connections. The ADD message includes the instance type, the Instance ID (such as. i-1234abcd) provided by Amazon EC2, and the instance address. We use the instance ID to identify each connection. The REM message includes only the instance ID to identify the removed connection. A VM’s Instance Address is changed each time the node starts. This means StreamManager needs the Instance Address each time that VM Manager adds a new node.



VI.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION



In this section, we describe the performance of the ElasticStream system. We used a Data Parallel Application, which is the main type of data stream processing application in our experiments. To measure the best performance of our system, we used a component that provides a precise input data rate instead of using the future detection algorithm. A test data stream for the experiment was artificially generated while changing its data rate over time. We evaluated the average latency each second and the current cost based on the VM usage and running time. In our experiment, the latency time was calculated as the interval between the start time when incoming data arrived at the system, and the termination time when the resulting tuple reached the “Output” operator (See Figure 4). The current cost is the sum of the prices based on the billing system of Amazon EC2. Although Amazon EC2 treats running time of less than an hour as a full hour, we did not use this pricing rule, since the real price for using the cloud might differ for each cloud provider. When using a TimeSlot value of an hour, the score will corresponds to the actual price on EC2. In addition, the charges for data transfers were ignored because the amount of data transferred in our experimental application was small. Our experiment used a computation node with an AMD Phenom 9850 2.5-GHz Quad-Core Processor with 8 GB of RAM, and the machine running the ElasticStream system had an AMD Phenom 9350e 2-GHz Quad-Core Processor



Figure 8. Costs



Figure 9. Number of VMs used by the System with 4 GB of RAM. The software installed in all of the nodes included CentOS 5.4 as the operating system, InfoSphere Streams 1.2.0 (System S), gcc version 4.1.2 and Ruby 1.9.1. All of the nodes were connected via a 1-Gbps LAN. For the cloud VMs, we used the Amazon Linux AMI Base 2010.11.1 Beta Small (“Small”) and Amazon Linux AMI Base 2010.11.1 Beta High-CPU Medium (“Medium”). Table 6 shows the virtual hardware settings and charges for each VM. The “ECU” values shown in Table 6 are the CPU processing units defined by Amazon EC2. We used the USWest (N. California) region where the communication latency was less than in the other regions. We ran an application that does regular expression matching for a Twitter data stream. This application outputs the data to the local nodes where the ElasticStream system is running only when the matching process succeeds. The data size of each tuple included in the input data stream is 1 KB. This size was determined based on a benchmark that changed the data packet size from 0.1 KB to 10 KB. This test also showed that the data size had no affect on the resulting system performance. The application has an extra loop that does not affect the results, and which occurs before the regular expression matching. The regular expression matching alone was too short to use as a real application.



For the maximum data rates (tuples/sec.) to send the data streams to the local machine, Small VM, Medium VM, we used 1600, 40, and 90 tuples per second, respectively. These values were calculated from the benchmark. Figure 7 shows the latency and the input data rate changes over time. We ran the same experiment to compare the two patterns. The pattern named “Local” only used the local machine and the pattern named “Local+Cloud” used a Small VM and two Medium VMs with the local machine. This graph shows that the “Local” pattern could not control the application’s latency when the data rate was too high. In contrast, the ElasticStream system handled that high data rate by adding extra VMs, and reduced the latency to 1/3 of the latency of the “Local” pattern. Although the “Local+Cloud” pattern also kept the latency low, the ElasticStream system kept the latency as low as the “Local+Cloud” pattern with fewer VMs. For the final burst data rate, the results show that the ElasticStream system could not keep up with the data. This is because the ElasticStream system calculated the data rate as an average value that was less than the maximum data rate that could be input in the next TimeSlot. However, the interval of this burst was as long as the TimeSlot, and as noted in Section IV, ElasticStream cannot handle such short bursts. To handle such a burst of data, we need to shorten the TimeSlot interval, or improve the algorithm for predicting the future data rate so that we use not the average data rate but the maximum data rate that could arrive in the next TimeSlot. In Figure 7, the latency of the ElasticStream unexpectedly bursted at some positions within about 1 sec. This comes from that the data distribution is stopped for a short period time when new VM is added on the cloud environment. We plan to improve it near future. Figures 8 and 9 show the current costs of all of the patterns and the numbers of VMs that the ElasticStream system used. As shown in Figure 8, while the score of the “Local+Cloud” pattern increased linearly, the score of the ElasticStream system remained low because the system used VMs only when they were really needed. Therefore, the ElasticStream system was able reduce the total current cost by 80 %, against the total score of the “Local+Cloud” pattern. To summarize, the “Local” pattern could not control the application’s latency though it avoided additional charges, and the “Local+Cloud” pattern was too expensive, since it ran the VMs at all times. In comparison, the ElasticStream system succeeded in keeping the application’s latency low while reducing the charges by 80 %. VII. RELATED WORK In terms of load balancing on the System S, there is a similar approach by Scott et al. [18]. In this research, they introduced a new “elastic operator” to enable elastic scaling of data streams by spawning off or terminating threads with an on-demand operator. In contrast, our approach is not seeking internal scaling, but rather seeks to distribute the



computing processes to the cloud environment when the incoming data streams are too bursty to handle in a local environment. Vincenzo et al. [10] proposed a method of dividing the operators in a data stream processing system. Barzan et al. [15] divided the operators by load shedding that removed some of data from the data stream. Wilhelm et al. [22] describe an approach which uses load shedding to archive load balancing with hybrid environment consisted with local clusters and cloud environment. There is a lot of related work for job scheduling. Jose et al. [6] described LP-based scheduling to minimize the sum of the completion times. Matei et al. [20] present a scheduling policy which focused on the locality of input data and "fairness" of the jobs users submitted. In the research of Ruben et al. [4], they focused on cost-optimal scheduling using batch processing. They run a scheduling algorithm as a preprocessing step while we scheduled and updated the combination of VMs periodically. This is needed since we focus on data stream processing that needs to handle continuously arriving and potentially infinite data streams. Marcos et al. [21] compare the cost of several job scheduling policies for using cloud environment. For the Cloud, Sivadon et al. [5] wrote about optimal VM placement across multiple cloud providers, while our study focused on Amazon EC2 as a specific provider. An approach focusing on power consumption also exists [7].
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS In this work, we presented the ElasticStream system that dynamically allocates computational resources on the cloud in an elastic manner for a data stream processing application. To minimize the charges for using the Cloud environment while satisfying the SLA, we formulated a linear programming problem to optimize the costs as a trade-off between the application’s latency and charges. We also implemented a system to assign or remove computational resources dynamically on top of the data stream computing middleware, System S. Through experiments using Amazon EC2, a commercial Cloud environment, we confirmed that our proposed approach could save 80% of the costs while maintaining the application’s latency in comparison to a naïve approach. For future work, the component that predicts the future data rate should be improved. Also, ElasticStream was implemented on top of System S without any modification to the middleware. Some of the features we presented in this paper should be incorporated into the middleware. We plan to add these features to a data stream management system. REFERENCES [1]
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